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In neoclassical
structural
models dealing with rationing,
corner solutions, or nonlinear
budget
constraints,
utility theory is more crucial than in traditional
demand systems. If in these models
negativity
of the Slutsky matrix is violated, the models will in general not be coherent,
in
the sense that endogenous
variables are not unambiguously
determined. We show that not imposing
coherency
may yield inconsistent
estimators.
A general framework
is sketched which allows
for the analysis of the relation between coherency, regularity of preferences, and the stochastic
specification of the model. We discuss sufficient conditions for regularity which can be imposed in
estimation.

1. Introduction

Empirical researchers in the field of demand theory are becoming increasingly
aware of the tight structure that may be imposed on their models by neoclassical
theory. In the somewhat older literature on demand systems a typical approach
would be to choose a particular
representation
of preferences and derive the
corresponding
demand functions.
After introducing
error terms, the system
would next be estimated. In the estimation, restrictions from neoclassical theory
might or might not be imposed. In either case authors often have tested the
various Slutsky conditions
for their particular
empirical specification,
with
mixed results [e.g., Barten (1977)]. As noted by McElroy (1987) consistency of
the model with neoclassical theory has mostly been studied for the systematic
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part of the demand equations only, with a rather cavalier treatment of the error
structure. Her own work is a notable exception in this respect.
Whether or not authors severely test neoclassical restrictions for their
data, it seems fair to say that in a standard demand system the empirical
specification is rather loosely connected with underlying theory. If the estimation results turn out to be inconsistent with a utility maximization hypothesis, the empirical model can still yield an adequate description of the
data.
In models dealing with for example rationing, corner solutions, or nonlinear
budget constraints, utility theory plays a more crucial role than in traditional
demand systems. If regularity conditions are violated, then these models will in
general not be coherent, in the sense that the endogenous variables are not
determined unambiguously by the model, or, in other words, the reduced form is
not well-defined. See, e.g., Heckman (1978), who refers to coherency as ‘the
principal assumption’.
In the literature, coherency of some specific models has been analysed
before. For example, Ransom (1987a) has noted that the demand system
based on the quadratic utility function with nonnegativity constraints introduced by Wales and Woodland (1983) is coherent if the parameters satisfy
certain conditions, which are closely related to global concavity of the corresponding expenditure function (i.e., ‘negativity’). Van Soest and Kooreman
(1990) obtain a similar result for the indirect translog demand system with
nonnegativity constraints introduced by Lee and Pitt (1986). Hausman (1985)
and MaCurdy et al. (1990) note the importance of negativity for coherency in
individual labour supply models with kinked budget constraints. They also
show that imposing negativity implies a priori restrictions on income and wage
elasticities of labour supply. Coherency of simultaneous linear models with
inequalities has been analysed by Gourieroux et al. (1980). In their models,
coherency conditions have the form of restrictions on parameter values only. In
some of the models that we consider, conditions not only depend on fixed
parameters, but also on the possible values of the exogenous variables and of the
error terms.
In empirical applications, one possible approach is to ignore coherency
conditions in estimating the model and check afterwards for which observations
coherency or regularity conditions are satisfied. The first goal of this paper is to
point out that this practice may lead to inconsistent estimators, at least if
maximum likelihood is used. Let 0 be the space of parameters generating
coherent models and let O* be an extension of 0, including parameters which
do not yield a coherent model. In section 2, we present an example of a bivariate
Probit model, for which the likelihood function (defined on 0 only) has a natural extension to O*. If coherency is ignored, this extended function will be
maximized on O*. We show that this yields an inconsistent estimator with
probability limit outside 0, even though the true parameter vector belongs to 0.
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The intuitive explanation is that the sum of ‘probabilities’ of events, which are
mutually exclusive if the model is coherent, may exceed one for parameter values
outside 0.
Given the fact that without imposing coherency ML estimation is inappropriate, the problem in empirical work is to formulate necessary and sufficient
conditions for coherency in a particular model. In a well-defined neoclassical
model, imposition of all the regularity conditions from demand theory is
sufficient for coherency. Most of the specifications of preference structures
considered in the literature only satisfy regularity conditions locally, i.e., in
some subset of quantity or price space. For many flexible systems, the relationship between the parameter values and this subset is far from obvious.
See, e.g., Barnett and Lee (1985) and Barnett (1983). For other systems,
such as the generalized McFadden cost function proposed by Diewert and
Wales (1987), explicit expressions of demand functions or conditional demand functions (necessary in case of binding constraints) cannot be obtained.
The second goal of the paper is to provide a framework which can be used to
impose regularity conditions in some ‘large enough’ region of quantity or price
space. We discuss this first for the case of a standard, an inverse, and a conditional demand system (section 3). The regularity conditions imply that the set of
feasible (fixed and random) parameters cannot be too large. On the other hand,
an extra condition is introduced which implies that the parameter space must be
large enough, since the model must be able to explain certain features of the
data. This is particularly relevant if measurement or optimization errors are
excluded. As an example, we discuss how to impose the conditions for the
quadratic direct utility system.
Imposing coherency becomes even more crucial in models characterized by
endogenously switching regimes, considered in section 4, of which the kinked
budget constraint labour supply model is the most familiar example. Due to
nonlinearities the coherency conditions of Gourieroux et al. (1980) do not apply.
We propose to impose regularity conditions quite similar to those introduced in
section 3, which are sufficient for coherency, and illustrate with an example.
Section 5 concludes.

2. Incoherency and ML estimation
Although the requirement that a model should be coherent may appear
self-evident, one may still ask whether imposition of coherency conditions is
strictly necessary. After all, given that the data-generating process is coherent,
one might hope that parameter estimates automatically converge to values
which satisfy coherency conditions. The example below shows that this is not
the case.
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Consider the following simultaneous Probit model [see, e.g., Schmidt (1981)]:

Yz* =

B*x

+ Y2Yl

+

62:

(1)

yi = 1 if y: > 0,
= 0

if

i= 1,2.
yi* 5 0,

Here x is an (observable) exogenous variable, y: and yz are latent endogenous
variables, y, and y, are observed, and the error terms &Iand c2 are normal with
mean zero, unit variance, and zero covariance. 9 = (B1, p2, yl, y2) E O* = R4 is
a vector of unknown parameters.
This model is coherent if and only if yly2 = 0 [cf. Schmidt (1981)]. The
probabilities of the four different outcomes are
WY1

= 0, y2 =

01 = @( - PI x1@( - B2XL

PrCyl

= 0, y2 =

11= @( - PI x - YJ W2 4,

PrC.h= 1,y2
WY1

01 = @(PI4 @( - B2x - ~~1,

=

= 1, ~2 =

11= @(PI x + ~~1W32

(2)

x + ~2).

Here @ is the standard normal distribution function. The expressions on the
right-hand sides of (2) can still be computed if yly2 # 0. Their sum equals one if
and oniy if y1y2 = 0. Thus incoherency can loosely be interpreted as ‘probabilities do not sum to one’.
Let 0 = {(PI, p2, yr, y2); y1 y2 = O}.If the model is coherent, i.e., 9 E 0, then
(2) implies that the log-likelihood of a random sample (y,, xl), . . . , (yN, xN) can
be written as

U@ =

c log C@(ts100

Bl&)@J(

+

c log C@( ts101

+

c 1% CWIXJ
ts110

+

c

tEllI

loi%cw1xt

-

P1Xr

-

P2xJl

Yl)

W2x,)l

@( - P2xt - Y2)l

+ Yl)

w2xt

+ Y2)l.

(3)
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in (3)
Here Iij = {t E (1, . . , N}; yl, = i, yZt = j}. If 9 C$0, the expression
can still be computed,
although
it is no longer a log-likelihood.
Thus, (3)
also defines a natural
extension
of the likelihood
function
from 0 to
o*.
If the model is not coherent, the likelihood function is not defined. Thus,
strictly speaking, ML estimation
requires a priori imposition
of coherency
conditions. Still, in many examples the likelihood function has a natural extension to the set of parameters
for which the model is not coherent. In this
example, the extension is given by (3). If coherency is not imposed, parameters
will be estimated by maximizing
(3) over 0”. In the appendix we show for
a specific example, computing the expectation of (3), that the resulting estimator
is inconsistent.
Whereas the true parameter
vector is an element of 0, the
probability
limit of the estimator is not.
This result shows that ‘maximum likelihood’ estimation is not appropriate
if
coherency is not guaranteed for all values in the parameter space on which the
likelihood function is to be maximized. Even though the model is coherent for
the true parameter values, the ML technique will yield inconsistent
estimators
and standard methods of statistical inference will, in large enough samples, lead
to the conclusion
that the model is not coherent.
One can argue that the example of the bivariate
probit model is not
appropriate,
since in this example coherency is well-known
to be an issue
and coherency conditions
are easy to impose. Thus one will not easily fail
to impose coherency conditions
in this specific example. In many, more complicated, models however, it is much less clear that coherency might be a
problem, and it is also less clear how coherency conditions
should be imposed. In such cases the temptation
exists to estimate the model without
paying attention
to coherency. The example above demonstrates
that such
an approach
may lead to inconsistent
estimates
and incorrect
statistical
inference.
A common practice is to estimate the parameters
by maximum likelihood
without imposing coherency or regularity conditions, and then count the number of observations
for which regularity is violated, given the parameter estimates. If there are observations
for which regularity does not hold, this leads to
the conclusion
that not everyone behaves according to the neoclassical assumptions underlying
the model. The example shows that this conclusion is inappropriate if violation of regularity conditions also involves violation of coherency conditions. This argument however works only in one direction: If, given the
parameter estimates, regularity conditions
and thus coherency conditions
are
satisfied, then there is no reason to mistrust the estimates. In this case, although
coherency was not a priori imposed, maximization
of the (extended) likelihood
over the extended parameter space yields the same results as maximization
of
the (actual) likelihood
over the set of parameters
for which the model is
coherent.
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3. Demand systems with fixed regimes

In this section we describe a general framework to study coherency in
a standard demand system, an inverse demand system, and a conditional
demand system. We impose consistency with utility-maximizing behaviour and
conditions which guarantee that the dual approach is appropriate, i.e.,
Shephard’s lemma and Roy’s identity can be applied in order to derive the
standard demand functions, starting from the expenditure function or the
indirect utility function, respectively. We first introduce some notation and
standard regularity conditions. Next we consider restrictions on the parameter
space that can be imposed in estimation to ensure that the estimated system
satisfies the regularity conditions. Finally, another condition, called ‘external
coherency’, is introduced, which states that the model must be able to explain
enough features of the data.
3.1. Regularity

conditions

We assume that each individual maximizes utility subject to a linear budget
constraint. Topics such as rationing, nonnegativity constraints, and kinked
budget constraints are discussed below. We start from an indirect utility function vg given by

u = Vs(P,
Y),

(P,y) E

6c

KYx R

where p = (p 1 , . . . ,p,)’ is a vector of prices of n commodities, y is income (or
total expenditures on the n commodities), u is the utility level, and 9 E 0 c R”’is
a vector of (fixed or random) parameters.
Standard regularity conditions for given 9 E 0 are [see, e.g., Barten and
Biihm (1982)]:
A.l. ug is horn_ogeneous of degree zero: for all (p, y) E ?$ and 1 E Iw+,
UP, ly) E V9 and MP,

Ay) = Q(P, y).

A.2. vg is twice continuously differentiable with respect to prices and income
and for all (P, Y) E f8, (avDy)(p,
Y) > 0.
Assumption A.2 implies that vg is strictly increasing in y an_d allows for the
introduc$on of the expenditure or cost function e, on the set Es = {(p, v,(p, y));
(p, y) E Vg}. es is implicitly defined by

vdp, dp, 4) =

4

(P, 4 E Es.

The dual approach is only consistent with utility-maximizing behaviour if ‘strict’
concavity is guaranteed. More precisely: es is said to be regular at given
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the n x n matrix (a*e@pap’)
(p,_u) is negative semi-definite and of
rank n - 1. vg is said to be regular at (p, y) E V, if eg is regular at (p, u,(p, y)). The
third regularity condition can now be stated as:

(p, u) E E”$ if

A.3. v8 is regular at all (p, y) E P,.
In what follows we work with a convex subset Vg of t,, and we assume that
A.l-A.3 are satisfied on Vs. V, is referred to as the regular set in (p, y)-space.
Marshallian (uncompensated) demand functions are denoted by
4 = F,(P> Y)?

(P? Y) E VS?

whereq = (ql, . . . , q,,)’ is a vector of (not necessarily nonnegative) quantities and
the components of the vector-valued function Fg, defined on Vs, are, according
to Roy’s identity, given by

F,i(P, Y) = - @Mb4(p~Mh4W(p~ Y),

i = 1, . . . ,II.

The regular set in q-space, Qs c KY,is defined as

Qs = {Fs(P, Y); (P, Y) E VJ.
The assumptions A.l-A.3 together with the convexity of V, imply that Fg is
homogeneous of degree zero and one-to-one from ((p. 1) E Vg} onto Qg [cf.
Gale and Nikaido (1965)].
3.2. Parameterization

and restrictions

in the parameter

space

Preference variation across individuals (or households) can be incorporated in
the parameter vector 9. For each individual t, we write

Here Ic/is a vector (or matrix) of fixed parameters (the same for all individuals)
chosen from a set Y, and the vectors qr are independent drawings from some
probability distribution which does not depend on t. The (vector-valued) function gt may depend on t, e.g., through a vector x, of observed individual
characteristics. The most common example is 9, = g,(ll/, ql) = $x, + ql, where
II/ is a matrix of appropriate size. Thus, systematic preference variation is
allowed for if gt depends on t, and the qt’s reflect random variation of preferences.
In estimating the system of demand equations, the following conditions may
be imposed on Y and/or on the support 52 of the distribution of the q;s. The
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conditions must guarantee regularity of preferences in all relevant points of price
and/or quantity space. Here ‘relevant points’ include observed points, but may
also include, e.g., points for which model simulations
are performed. Which
condition is appropriate
depends on the type of model to be estimated. In each
case, the conditions
are sufficient but in general not necessary for coherency.
Condition
B.l is appropriate
if the model of interest is a standard demand
system, i.e., Marshallian
demand functions are estimated and the linear budget
constraint
is the only binding constraint
in the model:
B.l

[regularity in a minimal subset of (p, y)-space].
for all rj E 52: Vstcti,9j I> Vmin.

For all r, for all I,+E !P’,and

This condition
states that for all parameter
values (and thus for all possible
individual
preference structures) the model must be able to explain behaviour
for at least some minimal subset, Vmin, of (p, y)-space. This subset must contain
all observed (p, y)‘s in the sample, in order to guarantee that the demand system
is defined and regular at each data point. 1 If the model is used for simulations
with values of (p, y) outside the sample range of (p, y), then Vmin must contain
the extra (p, y) values also. Condition
B.l implies that 0 cannot be too large;
otherwise there might be values of $ or q, such that at some points of
Vmin conditions
A.l-A.3 are not satisfied. Vmin can, e.g., be some rectangle in
(P, y)-space.
Condition B.l is illustrated in fig. 1. Here a chosen set Vmin in (p, y)-space and
(for some given II/ and t) the regular area’s Vsc(ti,V,are given for two different
values vi and qZ of r]. If preferences are characterized by vi, behaviour cannot be
explained if, e.g., (p, y) = (pa, yO) E P’min. Therefore y~i must be excluded from 52.
For q = q2, the model can explain behaviour for all (p, y) E Vmin, so y/2 may be
included in Sz. Thus, for given $ and t condition B.l implies a restriction on 0.
Together these restrictions imply that Q and Y cannot be too large.
Condition
B.2 is the counterpart
of B.l in quantity space. It can be used, for
example, if the model of interest is an inverse demand system, i.e., consists of
inverse Marshallian
demand functions.
See, e.g., Anderson
(1980) for some
theoretical properties, and Barten and Bettendorf (1989) for an empirical application. In empirical practice, there are not many situations in which estimation of an inverse demand system is relevant. Condition
B.2, however, also
appears to be important
in models with switching regimes and inequality
constraints. See section 4. The condition states that, for given (fixed and random)
parameter values, certain quantity vectors must be optimal for some prices and
income. As with B.l this implies that the parameter space cannot be too large.

1 In some cases, it may be useful to allow V,,,i, to depend on t. For example, it may be the case that
certain values of (p, y) arc only observed for individuals with specific characteristics
x,.
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Fig. 1. Condition

B.2 (regularity
v E Q:

in a minimal

P

B.l in (p, y)-space.

subset of q-space). For all t, for all $ E Y, and for all

Qet(ti,q)
3 Qmin.

Condition
B.2 is illustrated in fig. 2. For given parameter values gt($, q), the
quantity space consists of three parts: the area where the direct utility function is
not defined (because shadow prices do not exist) (QN), the area where indifference curves exist but are not convex (QI), and the regular area Qstte, Vj. The
condition states that parameters have to be restricted such that Qmin is contained
in Qstw t,).
Conditions
B.l and B.2 are similar in the sense that they both define an
area in q-space where indifference
curves must be convex. However, since
restrictions
are imposed a priori, i.e., before parameters
are estimated,
it
is not possible to tell which point in q-space corresponds
to a given (p, y).
Thus, if we choose a particular
P’min and estimate the parameters
imposing
B.1, it may turn out that indifference
curves are convex in an area quite
different from the Qmin we had in mind. Similarly, a choice of Qmi,, and
imposition
of B.2 may actually imply concavity
on an area in (p, y)-space
different from Vmin. This point is illustrated in the example at the end of this
section.
Before we introduce
a condition
similar to B.l and B.2 which is useful
in a conditional
demand system, we first present a simple example to show
why an explicit condition
for this case is necessary. The example shows
that it is not sufficient to impose B.l and/or B.2, since it is necessary to
take explicit account
of the way in which (p, y)-space and q-space are
related.
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Fig. 2. Condition

B.2 in q-space.

3.3. An example with rationing

Consider the following Gorman polar form expenditure function for three
goods, defined for pi > 0 and ai > 0 (i = 1,2,3):
44

PI,

p2,

p3)

=

-

HpVp3)

+

1
i=l

exp(pJp3)

-

p3 exp(p2lp3)

3
@Pi

+

(4)

Up,.

The 2 x 2 submatrix of second-order derivatives with respect to p1 and p2 is

-- 1 34 exph)
~3 [ ~2 exP(h)

u2 evh)
ev(ud

+

exp(o2)

1
’

where u1 = p1/p3 and u2 = p2/p3. This matrix is negative definite for u1 < u2.
The demand functions for goods 1 and 2 are
41 =

-

Mexp(ud+ al,

q2 = - u2 exp(uJ

- exp(u,) + a2.

(54
(W
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Demand for goods 1 and 2 does not depend on income. Suppose now good 1 is
rationed at q1 = tjl. Then q2 can be obtained by first solving u1 from (5a), for
given u2 and q1 = tjl, and then inserting the solution (i7i, say) in (5b). Let us
assume that q1 = - 1 + al. This value is feasible; it is generated by, for
instance, (u,, u2) = (log 2,1), which satisfies negativity, since u1 < u2.
Now assume however that q1 = - 1 + ai and u2 = i. Then fil = log 8 > u2.
Hence, there is no shadow price 5, for which the expenditure function is
concave, even though g1 and u2 are both feasible. It is the combination
4i = - 1 + a1 and u2 = 4 which creates the problem.
This example shows that the relationship between negativity and existence of
a feasible solution of the rationing problem is not straightforward. It is not
enough to know the regions in (p, y)- and q-space where concavity holds. In case
of rationing, part of the price vector and part of the quantity vector are given.
Conditional and inverse conditional demand functions are necessary to determine the quantity vector and the price vector corresponding to the given mixed
price and quantity vector, and are therefore needed to determine whether the
given mixed vector is feasible.
Since the example above shows that regularity in a conditional demand
system cannot be stated in terms of B.l and B.2, we need an alternative
condition (B.3). First, we need some more notation.
Conditional demand means utility maximization subject to both the budget
constraint and an a priori given set of equality constraints on quantities. We
assume that ql, . . ,qk are constrained, whereas the other quantities can be
chosen freely. The number k and the order of the goods may vary across
individuals. The individual solves the problem

max UdG, qrr) s.t.

Y=

Pi41+ Phhr.

41,

Here q = (4, qh)‘, P = (pi, PLY, and the constraints are q, = ql, where
41 = (41, . . . ,qk)‘, etc.
Starting from ug and Fg as introduced above, the maximization problem
can be solved using shadow prices: Find d1 E Rk, y”E R, and q,, E Rnbk,
such that

f’d(B,, PII), 3 = (41,q,r)

.

(6)

P = Y + (PI - PJ4r
The optimal quantities, subject to

qr = qr,

are then given by

qrr.
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of demand systems

B.3:

B.3. Let, for each t, I’Q: be a given subset of {(p, y, ql) E R” x R x Rk}. Then for
all $ E Y, for all r~ E 52, for each t, and for all (p, y, q,) E VQ:, there must
exist jjr E Rk, j E R, and qrr E Rnmk, such that

P = Y + (r?I- Pr)lBr
Condition
B.3 states that, for each parameter vector, (6) must have a regular
solution. It is necessary to guarantee that the domain of the conditional
demand
fuctions is large enough and thus sufficient for coherency of the conditional
demand system: It states that to each II/ E Y and each q E 0, there corresponds
at least one vector qIr of endogenous
variables, and together with concavity of
e, and convexity of V8 this implies coherency.
If there are no measurement
errors on prices, income, or rationed quantities,
then VQf must at least contain the observed (p,, y,, &).
Conditions
B.l, B.2, and B.3 are similar in the sense that they all impose
restrictions in a subspace of (p, y, q)-space which must hold for all parameters,
and thus imply that the parameter space cannot be too large. Which conditions
are useful not only depends on the model to be estimated, but also on what the
model is used for. For example, if a conditional
demand system is used for
simulations
in which quantity constraints
are relaxed, then both B.3 and B.l
must be imposed.
B.l-B.3 imply that 0 cannot be too large and thus limit the flexibility of the
error structure of the model. However, particularly if optimization
and measurement errors are excluded, the specification
of the model must also ensure that
the model can explain observed behaviour. In other words, likelihood contributions must be nonzero. This implies that the parameter
space cannot be too
small. For the case of a standard or inverse demand system, this condition can
be formulated as follows:
B.4 (‘external

all t, VQt be a given subset
of
Then for all t, for all $ E Y, and for all
(p, y, q) E VQt, there must be an q E !S such that F,,(*, Vj(p, y) = q.
((p,

coherency’).

Let,

for

y, q) E KY’ x R x R”; p’q = y}.

One can think of VQt as the set of prices, incomes, and quantities which may
arise for observation
t. If no measurement
or optimization
errors are involved,
VQr must at least contain the observed (p, y, q)-vector for individual
t. In fact,
VQt may then consist of one element only. B.4 states that random preferences
q must guarantee so much flexibility that, for all $ E Y and at least one possible
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value of ;rl,a given (observed) quantity vector is optimal for given prices and
income. This motivates the term ‘external coherency’: The model has to be
coherent with available data, in the sense that the likelihood contribution of any
given data point must be positive. Rather than by imposing this condition, this
may also be achieved by explicit incorporation of measurement or optimization
errors in the model.
Note the conflicting nature of B.l and B.2 on the one hand and B.4 on the
other hand. B.l and B.2 may for instance imply such strong restrictions on
s2 that, for a given observed (p, y) (and for given t and $), demand F,t(ti,,,(p, y)
equals the observed 4 for no u E Sz,so that B.4 is not satisfied. This would be due
to the fact that B.l and B.2 imply that, for given Y, s2 cannot be too large,
whereas B.4 implies that it cannot be too small.
For the case of a conditional demand system, an ‘external coherency’ condition quite similar to B.4 can be formulated:
B.5 (‘external coherency’). Let VQt be a given subset of ((p, y, 4) E [w”x Iwx iw”;
p’ q = y}. Then for all II/ E Y and (p, y, q) E VQ1, there must be at least one
9 E 52 such that there are Pr E iWkand jj E R with

~,&,4)(m~ PrrM) = 4
P = Y + (p’r - PJqr

.
1

Condition B.5 states that certain quantity vectors qrr can be optimal for given
prices, income, and rationed quantities qr. If the model contains no optimization
or measurement errors, I’Qt must at least contain the observed vector
(p,, y,, (&, qrrt)). It guarantees, similar to B.4, that each data point has a nonzero likelihood contribution. Note however that B.5 is weaker than B.4, since
quantities cj,*do not have to be rationalized.
Note the difference between B.5 and B.3: B.3 states that for each q E $S
the rationed utility maximization problem has some regular solution. B.5
states that to each observed optimum there must correspond some q E 52.
3.4. Example: Quadratic direct utility (QDU)
The direct utility function is given by

U(q) = y’q - $q’Bq,

(7)

where y = (yr, . . . , 7.)’ and B is a positive definite n x n matrix with entries bij
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(i,j = 1, . ..) n). U has a satiation point at q = B-‘y,
level +y’B- ly. Marshallian
demand is given by
q = B-‘y

and indirect
u(p,

utility

-

(p’B_‘p)-’

{y’BPp

-

with corresponding

utility

y}Pp,

is thus given by

y) = +{y’B-‘y

- (p’B_‘p)-‘[y’B-‘p

-

y]‘}.

u is increasing in y as long as the satiation point is not in the budget set, i.e., as
long as y < y’B_ ’ p. Homogeneity
of degree zero is automatically
guaranteed.
The expenditure
function is given by
eB,,(p,

The Hessian

u) = y’B-‘p

-

(p’B-‘p)‘i2[y’B-1y

-

221]1’2.

of eB, y is

(a2eg/i3pap’)(p,

U) = (P’B-~P)~‘~ [y/B-l

y - 2~1”~

x [(p’F’p)-‘(Pp)(Pp~

-

B-l].

As expected, eB, ,(p, u) is only defined for u I )y’B- ‘y (the satiation level) and
0. It is easy to show that, since B is positive definite, the matrix

p #

(p’B_‘p)-‘(IT’p)(E’p)’

-

B-1

is negative semidefinite and of rank n - 1. Hence, the expenditure
function is
concave for all u 5 +y’B- ’ y.
In what follows, we assume that there is one commodity,
say the nth, for
which the price is always positive: p,, > 0. This suggests the following choice of
VIJ.7:

We consider

the following

stochastic

specification

[cf. Ransom

(1987b)]:

Yt = Yr.0 + %3

where Y~,O= (Y~~,~,
. . . . Y~,,,~)’ is fixed and qr = (qtl, . . . , r# is random
qtn = 0. The elaboration
of B.l, B.2, and B.4 is now as follows.

with
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B.l. (Y~,~ + v])‘B-‘p
- y > 0 for all t, q E Sz, and (p, y) E I’min.
If, for instance, I/mi” is defined as the rectangle {(p, y) E R” x R; 0 I p I P,
- 0 < y I j>, for given p, y, then B.l implies

2 j - min min y~,OB-‘p
f 05psp

min V’B-‘p
O<P<P

for all

9 E 52.

(8)

B.2. Inversion of the demand system for given parameter values (including y)
yields shadow prices and corresponding
virtual income as a function of q:
p = A(y - Bq) and y = p’q, where 1 can be chosen arbitrarily.
The solution
if
and
only
if
2
>
0
and
y.
(Bq),
>
0.
Thus,
imposition
of
(P, Y) is in VB,,
regularity in a given region Qmin in q-space yields y,, - (Bq), > 0 for all
q E Qmin. This can be achieved by restricting
the values of fixed parameters
only, since y. is nonrandom.
Truncation
of the distribution
of q is unnecessary. If, for instance, Qmin is some rectangle, 2” linear inequality restrictions
t, which
on the coefficients in B and ytn,o result for each individual
simultaneously
must be imposed in estimation.
B.4. Let VQt = {(p,,

y,, qt)}.

Solving

and 52 should be big enough
b in the parameter space.

v] from the demand

to contain

functions

yields

these yl’s for all t, and for all yt, o and

To get some more feeling for these conditions, we look at a simple numerical
example for two commodities.
Let n = 2, B the 2 x 2 identity matrix, and
yr,o = yo, fixed and independent
of t.
B. 1. Let Vmin be a rectangle in normalized
(p, y)-space,
i.e., Vmin = {(p, y);
0 < v, I pi/y I v, and v1 I p2/y I v,}. Since p2 > 0, we use the normalization p2 = 1. Vmin can now be written as ((pl, y); vly I p1 2 v,y and
v;’ I y I v;‘}. A feasible y = (yl, y2)) has to satisfy ylpl + y2 - y > 0 for
all (pl, y) E Vmin. Thus y is feasible if y2 > v;’ - yl, yZ > vi’ - yluI/uU,
and yZ > v;’ - ylv,/v,.
Fig. 3 presents the feasible area (FAI) in (rl, yz)-space. In this example
(i.e., for this choice of B) FAI is nonempty for every v, 2 v, > 0. For each
feasible y it is possible to derive the regular area in (pl, y)-space:
V, = { (pl, y); y1 pl + y2 - y > O}. The intersection of the VY’sis the region
in (pl, y)-space, where the indirect utility function is regular for all y E FAI:
V=

nysFA1
b
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Fig. 3. The feasible area in y-space.

In fig. 4, V and I’minare sketched. Note that automatically I’minc V, but the
figure shows that V is larger than V,,,in.If V instead of Vminwas chosen to begin
with, the same region FAI in y-space would have been obtained.
B.2. For given y, the regular region in q-space is Q, = {(ql, q2) E R*; q2 < y2).
Thus, regularity on some region Qminc {(ql, q2) E R2; q2 I q2} is guaranteed if y2 is larger than q2, and does not impose restrictions on yl. The
feasible area in y-space is given by FA2 = {(yl, y2); y2 > Lj2}.

Y
I

Pl’“LY

.’

Fig. 4. The minimal

P1’VuY

and the actual

regular

region in (p,, &space.
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Note that B.2 cannot replace B.l: the region in
guaranteed for all y E FA2, is given by

v = nysFA2 v, = {(PI,
{(PI,

=

Y); ylpl

Y);

+ ~2 -

Pl = 0, Y 5

(p,

y)-space where regularity is

Y > 0 for

all Y E FA2)

42).

Thus, for any Vmincontaining only nonzero pi’s, it is impossible to choose a
rectangular Qmin such that imposition of B.2 on Qmin implies that B.l holds
on Vmin.Following the same argument, it can be shown that B.l cannot replace
B.2.
B.4. For fixed y2 = yz,o and given pl, y, (p2 = l), q1 and q2 with y =
must find a feasible solution for y1 from the demand system
41

=

Yl

-

(1

-t

d,-’

(YIP1

q2

=

Y2 -

(1

+

P:,-‘(YlPl

+

Y2 -

Y)P,,

+

Y2 -

Y)P2.

p’q,

we

This is a system of two linearly dependent equations in y1 with a unique
solution yl = q1 + p1(y2 - q2). The solution is feasible if and only if
(Pl

+

lb2

> u;’

-

(Pl

+

u4)Y,

> 0;’

-

41 + p1q2,

(Pl

+

QL)Y2

’

-

41 + Plq2.

0;’

q1 + p1q2,

If sample pries p1 always exceed - uI/uU,then it is possible to guarantee
the existence of a feasible solution for all (ql, q2, y) in the sample by restricting y2 to be large enough.
To analyse B.3 and B.5, we need the conditional demand equations. We
assume that no rationing applies to the nth commodity. Solving

St.

Y = PSI

+ PLqr,,
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yields
41,

=

Kk(YII

-

x Cbzz -

B124z)-

(P;z~;,‘Pzz)-l

~12~z)l~;21PII

-Y

- P;4zl~,;‘Pzz~

(9)

with obvious partitioning
of y and B. The solution is feasible if (qr, qzz) is in the
regular area of q-space, i.e., if y’I, B-22 ’ pII - Y + 4; {Pr - &2&l
Pzz)
> 0.
Note that (9) has the same functional
form as Marshallian
demand with
Y replaced

by

Y -

P%z,

The elaboration
B.3. Let
Y=

Y by

(Y,, -

of conditions

VQ: = {(p,, y,, qzr)}.
(YI,

Y;I

YIP)

Bz;’

-

=

Existence

Yt

+

4,

{Pzr -

B12

a

of y = yt,O + q restricts

B.5. Let VQr = {(p,,
YII

B by

&2,

and

P by

PII.

of a

feasible

solution

for

given

means

Pzzr

Substitution

B124,),

B.3 and B.5 is as follows:

B12qzr

yt, qt)),

+

B22

Pzzt} > 0.
the set 52 of possible

$s.

with pnt > 0 and y, = p;ql. Solving y from (9) yields
qzzt

-

(10)

&~zzt,

where
A = { - Ytn.0 + CB12qzr + ~22ClzzrlnVPtn.

(11)

The solution is feasible if and only if A, > 0. 52 has to be large enough to
contain at least one value of q such that yt = yt,o + r] is feasible and
statisfies (lo), with 1. given by (11).

4. Demand systems with endogenously

switching regimes

In this section we consider the problem of an individual who maximizes utility
subject to a set of linear inequality constraints.
Common examples are the case
of nonnegativity
constraints
[see, e.g., Wales and Woodland (1983), Lee afld Pitt
(1986), Ransom (1987a), Van Soest and Kooreman
(1990)] and the kinked
budget set in labour supply models [Hausman
(1985), Moffitt (1986)]. Regularity properties of the flexible form system introduced
by Hausman
and Ruud
(1984) and the way to impose them in practice are discussed in Kapteyn et al.
(1990). In contrast to the discussion in the previous section, we now assume that
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it is not known in advance which constraints
are binding and which are not. In
other words, the ‘regime’ is endogenous.
The utility maximization
problem in its primal form can be written as

max Us(q)
4

s.t.

Rq I r.

(12)

Here k is the number of restrictions, including the budget constraint, R is a k x n
matrix, and r E [Wk.To simplify notation we assume that R and r are fixed, but
this is not essential. R and r may for instance depend on the fixed and random
parameters 9. In what follows, we assume that {q E KY’;Rq < r} is compact and
nonempty.
Specific choice of R and r yield the examples referred to above:
Example

a - Nonnegativity
k = n + 1,

constraints:

R = (p, - I)‘,

q 2 0, budget

constraint:

p’q I y. So

r = (y, 0, . . . ,O)‘.

Example

b - Kinked budget constraint:
c I wjh + yj (j = 1, . . . , m), time constraint: 0 I h I T (h = working hours, T = time endowment, c = total income,
wj,yj = marginal wage and virtual nonlabour
income bracket j). Thus

TY.
1r=h,...,y,,

1

-1

0

0’

If the utility function is strictly quasi-concave
and continuously
differentiable
on the convex set {q E aB”; Rq I r), then the solution of the maximization
problem is unique and can be found from Kuhn-Tucker
conditions: q is optimal
if and only if there is some 1 E Rk, such that

Rq 5 r,

(13)

ET’(Rq - r) = 0,

(au,/aq)(q)
= R’,?
If, in addition to the conditions mentioned above, nonsatiation
is imposed, then
(13) can be rewritten in terms of the corresponding
(homogeneous
of degree
zero) demand system F$(p, y), which has the properties

(audaq) (&(P,

Y)) = PP

for SOme

P > 0,
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and

P’FdP,Y) =
Using

Y.

these properties

and substituting

2 = I/p, (13) can be written

as

(14)
and
q = F,(R’A, r’l).
(Since demand is homogeneous
of degree zero and 2 # 0, some normalization
on 2 may be added.) R’l. and ~‘1 can be interpreted as a vector of shadow prices
and corresponding
shadow income, respectively.
To illustrate its general nature, we elaborate (14) for the two examples given
above.
Example
Fd{&p

a (continued).

(14)

- (&, .‘. ,&+I)‘),

yields

p’q I y,

I 2 0,

- q I 0,

q =

and

w.

If utility is increasing
in at least one of the quantities,
then the budget
constraint
is binding, so 2, > 0. We can then choose the normalization
A1 = 1
and this yields, with 1 = (A,, . . . , A,,, 1)‘:

I

2 0,

p’q = y,

q 2 0,

q = F$(P

-

1, Y).

This is the well-known

result that shadow

Example b (continued).
h < T, and

(14) yields 2 2 0, c I wjh + yj (j = 1, . . . , m), - h I 0,

(h, c)’ = Fg

cc

-

f

wjAj-

&+I

prices cannot

+

&+2r

f

~j)~f~jyj

j=l

j=l

exceed actual

+

A,+

(h, c)’ = Fg

cc

... +&,=l,
-

f
j=l

c<wjh+yj(j=l

WjAj-An+l

,...,
‘,fijYj+

+A,+*,1
)

TL+z).

j=l

Assuming that utility increases with c, A1 + +.e + 2, is positive,
normalized
such that %1 + ... + 2, = 1. This yields
220,

prices.

j=l

and I can be

m),

O<h<T,

TAM+2
)

.
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If all tax brackets consist of more than a single point, then at most two
restrictions can be binding at the same time and there can only be 2m + 1
regimes: m regimes with one binding constraint and m + 1 regimes with two
binding constraints (m - 1 kink points and two corners).
In case of one binding constraint, say the jth (j E {1, . . . , m}), we have
(k C)’= F,!?((
-

Wj3

%j= 1.

l)‘, YjL

In case of a kink point, between brackets j and j + 1 (j E (1, . . . , m - l}), we
have
(h,

C)’

=

F$((

-

Wjlbj

-

Wj+

1 [l

-

Ajl, l)‘, Yj3,j+ Yj+1Cl - Ajl)

= F,(( - G’, l)‘,j).

where 0 < ~j < 1. This is a familiar result: The shadow wage ti, lies between
wj and Wj+l and shadow income J satisfies j + Gh = yj + wjh = Yj+1 + Wj+ Ih,
where h is the number of hours at the kink point. The corners yield similar
results.
4.1. Regularity

conditions

The way in which regularity conditions for the model introduced above are
formulated depends on whether we use (12), (13), or (14). If we use (12) only, then
all we need is:
C. 1. For each 8, U$(q ) must be defined on {4 E R”: Rq I r} and (12) must yield
a unique solution.*
If we start from (13) and do not rely on duality results, then it is necessary to
impose conditions that guarantee both coherency of (13) and equivalence of (13)
with (12). The latter is necessary to retain the micro-economic foundation of (13).
It is then sufficient to impose:
C.2. For each 9, us must be continuously
concave on {q E W; Rq I r}.

differentiable

and strictly quasi-

According to standard Lagrange theory, C.2 is sufficient for the equivalence of
(12) with (13) and for coherency of (13). However, it is easy to see that it is not

‘As in section 3, we assume that 9 = g,($, q,), where I/I is fixed and q is random
‘For each 9’ thus should be interpreted as ‘for each $ E Y and for each q E 8’.

with support

Q.
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necessary. Take, for example, the case of Example a above, with a direct utility
function which is increasing in all its components and quasi-concave on the edge
of the budget set, but not on the whole interior.
In order to be able to start from (14) we need an extra condition to guarantee
the equivalence of (14) with (13). Substitution of l/p by 2 is possible if nonsatiation is satisfied. If Fg is obtained from the indirect utility function or the
expenditure function, an extra condition is necessary to guarantee that Ug is
defined on {q E R”; Rq I r}. In terms of section 3, this means that (q E Iw”;
Rq I r> must be contained in the regular set in q-space, Qs. Thus, it is sufficient
(but, again, not necessary) to impose the condition B.2, defined in section 3, with
Qmin= (4 E Iw”;Rq I r}:
C.3. For each 9, Qs 13 {q E W; Rq I r}.
Note that C.3 is stronger than C.2, since nonsatiation on {q E [w”;Rq I r} is
imposed. The advantage of C.3 compared to C.2 is that, in principle, C.3 can also
be used if no explicit specification of the direct utility function is available.
In practice, conditions C.l-C.3 often appear to be stronger than necessary. In
Example a for instance, if it is a priori known that u, increases in all its
arguments, the ‘budget set’ can also be defined as {q; p’q = y, q 2 O}. This
implies a different choice of R and r. Imposing C.2 or C.3 on the smaller set is
less restrictive than on the original budget set, and still sufficient to guarantee
coherency and regularity in the optimum.
Another example of a case in which C.2 or C.3 seem unnecessarily restrictive is
the indirect translog model with nonnegativity constraints [cf. Lee and Pitt
(1986)]. In this case shadow prices corresponding to the optimal quantities q are
either actual prices (if qi > 0), or (if qi = 0) can be obtained from a system of
linear equations [cf., e.g., Lee and Pitt (1986)].Van Soest and Kooreman (1990)
derive sufficient conditions for coherency of (14). These imply regularity of
preferences at the optimum, but not necessarily on {q E KY’;q 2 0}, and are thus
weaker than C.3.
4.2. External coherency
The analogue of B.4 and B.5 for the case of endogenously switching regimes
requires that, in absence of measurement or optimization errors, the error
structure of the model must be rich enough to explain observed optimal
behaviour. Starting from (14), the condition is given:
C.4. (‘external coherency’). Let RQt be a given set of restrictions (including the
budget constraint) and quantities that satisfy these restrictions. For all t, t,b,
and (R, r, q) E RQ,, there must be some r] E s2 such that A E Rk exists with
il 2 0 and q = F,,(ti,rlj (R’I?, r’jl).
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Similar conditions can be formulated starting from (12) or (13). Essentially, C.4
is the same as B.4 and B.5. It implies that the support B of the random preference
terms q must be large enough. Operationalization of this condition for a given
demand system may be difficult. Imposition of C.4 can be avoided by explicit
incorporation of measurement or optimization errors, but this is often undesirable from an economics viewpoint.
Example:

QD U

We illustrate conditions C.l-C.3 with the QDU example, introduced in
section 3, with focus on nonnegativity constraints and kinked budget sets. The
QDU direct utility function is defined in each point of 08”by (7). C.l holds if (12)
has a unique solution. We assume that the set (4 E [w”;Rq I r> is compact, so
existence of the solution is guaranteed, and only uniqueness may be a problem.
Sufficient, but not necessary, for Uniqueness is strict quasi-COnCaVityUS,Y,i.e., the
matrix B of fixed parameters must be positive definite. For the case of nonnegativity constraints, Ransom (1987a) proves coherency of (13) directly, writing
it as a linear complementarity problem.
The fact that the choice set may contain the satiation point B- ‘y, in which
case duality results are no longer valid, is no problem if we use (13) only. It does
become one if we start from (14). For C.3 to hold, we need both that B is positive
definite and that B-‘y E {q $ R”; Rq < r}.
Sufficient conditions for this can be derived if assumptions similar to those in
section 3 are made. In particular, assume that in the relevant region of q-space,
utility increases with q,,, i.e., Y,,- (Bq), > 0. This leads to imposition of B.2 with
Qmin= {q E R”; Rq I r}:

L >

max{(Bqk Rq I
4

r>.

(15)

The maximum of the right-hand side of (15) can be found by linear programming.
In the special case of nonnegativity constraints, assuming that all prices are
strictly positive, (15) yields
Yn > Y max
lsjsn

(BnjlPji

In case of a kinked budget constraint (15) yields

Yn >

max (B21hj + B22Cjh

Osjsm
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where (hj, cj), j = 0, . . . , n, are the corners (h,, ce) = (0, yi) and (h,, c,) =
(T, w,T+ y,,,) and the kink points (hj, cj) =( {yj+ 1 - yj}/‘{Wj - Wj+ I}, Wjhj + yj),
j=l ,...,m- 1.

5. Conclusions
We have studied coherency and regularity properties of various static neoclassical models of consumer demand and labour supply. Emphasis has been
placed on the relation between regularity properties of underlying preferences,
in particular concavity and monotonicity, and coherency of the econometric
model based on these preferences. In section 2, we have demonstrated the
necessity of imposing coherency conditions in practice. An example shows that
even though the true model is coherent, failure to impose appropriate conditions
a priori may lead to inconsistent estimators of the parameters, at least if
maximum likelihood is used. The estimates would then lead to the conclusion
that the model is misspecified. This also shows that it is not possible to test
whether the model is coherent or not.
If specifications of demand systems would be available which were tractable,
flexible, and globally concave at the same time, then the treatment of coherency
conditions would be straightforward. Given regularity of preferences, existence
and uniqueness of the solution of the utility maximization problem follows from
standard Lagrange theory, at least if the budget set (all constraints taken into
account) is compact and convex. In general however, tractable, flexible systems
only have local concavity properties. ’ Coherency can then be guaranteed by
imposing regularity conditions in some relevant region of price or quantity
space. In section 3, a general framework is sketched which shows how regularity
conditions can be imposed which are relevant in case of a standard, an inverse,
or a conditional demand system. In all these cases it is a priori known which
quantity restrictions are binding. Regularity conditions generally limit the range
of possible realisations of the error terms (random preferences) in the model.
Another condition, ‘external coherency’, is introduced, which states that, on the
other hand, the presence of random terms must provide so much flexibility that
the data can be described, i.e., likelihood contributions must be positive. The
latter condition can be in conflict with the regularity conditions.
The example in section 3 shows how the restrictions can be imposed in
practice. In this case, they can be dealt with in a rather tractable way, since
explicit expressions are available for both standard and inverse demand functions. For specifications such as AIDS, the inverse demand equations cannot

3 For example, the generalized McFadden cost function proposed by Diewert and Wales (1987) is
second-order
locally flexible and concave on the positive orthant of price space, but is not tractable,
in the sense that it does not permit explicit expressions for Marshallian
demand functions.
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be derived analytically. As a consequence, the conditions become very intricate
and imposing regularity is a cumbersome affair which will only be possible using
numerical tools; see Van Soest et al. (1990).
In section 4, we consider coherency and regularity of models with endogenously switching regimes. In this type of models, coherency is more often a problem than in the models in section 3. Coherency conditions are derived for the
linear case by Gourieroux et al. (1980), but the models based on neoclassical
theory which we consider will hardly ever be linear. Instead of imposing
coherency directly, we suggest to impose regularity conditions in the relevant
area of quantity space. This will in general be sufficient for coherency but may be
very restrictive and conflicting with the external coherency requirement. Often it
is clear that less restrictive conditions will suffice, because in practice most of the
budget set is irrelevant for the individual anyway. Thus the utility function only
needs to be quasi-concave in that part of the budget set of which it is a priori
clear that it will contain the optimum, e.g., the edge of the budget set only. By
making the area where regularity conditions are imposed as small as possible,
maximum flexibility of the functional form is retained. At the same time this may
complicate the analysis since it is often cumbersome to specify in which area
regularity should be imposed.
The approach of imposing regularity conditions a priori to guarantee coherency
suggested in this paper, suffers from a number of drawbacks and complications.
First, the conditions given are generally sufficient but only in very specific cases
they are, in some sense, necessary. This is important since imposing unnecessary
conditions affects model flexibility. Moreover, budget set and parameters may
vary across individuals. Some conditions, like ‘external coherency’, suggest that
the parameter space should not be too small, whereas others imply that it cannot
be too large. These conditions may easily be conflicting. An issue related to the
previous points is that the stochastic specification tends to be difficult. In the
examples considered, the support of the random variables was often constrained
to a polyhedron. If, for instance, we would specify a normal distribution for the
random preferences, this would lead to complicated truncations.
Another implication of the analysis is that in most models with endogenous
regimes or corner solutions, analytical expressions for the parameter restrictions
implied by the regularity conditions can only be obtained if a closed form
expression of the direct utility function is available. This is rather clear from the
analysis in section 4, but also under exogenous rationing, conditions like B.2 or
B.3 require knowledge of shadow prices in a rationing point. Although in
principle shadow prices can be computed numerically whenever given in implicit
form, it is hard to see how conditions like B.2 or B.3 should be imposed when no
closed form expressions for shadow prices are available. And, of course, knowing shadow prices corresponding to given quantities amounts to knowing the
direct utility function. As a result, many of the popular flexible forms like AIDS
or Indirect Translog cannot be used in general.
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Altogether, the treatment of endogenous regimes or corner solutions often
requires intricate procedures for the imposition of regularity conditions and
severely limits the number of functional forms that can be considered. Despite
these difficulties, it should be clear that without the imposition of regularity
conditions one will often end up with a nonsensical model. Thus the choice
appears to be between complexity and incoherency.
Appendix: Inconsistency of the ‘ML’ estimator
In the bivariate Probit model in section 2, assume that the true parameters are
Pi = 1, Yl = - 1, /% =O,

y* =O,

where y2 = 0 implies coherency. Assume that x is a dummy variable with
P[x = 0] = P[x = I] = &. Inserting the true parameter values in (2) yields
(subscript t is omitted)
Pr[y,=O,y,=O~x=0]=0.250;

Pr[y,=O,y,=O~x=1]=0.079,

Pr[y, = 0, y, = 11x = 0] = 0.421; Pr [yi = 0, y2 = 11x = l] = 0.250,
Pr[y,

= 1, y, = 0 1x = 0] = 0.250; Pr[y,

= 1, y2 = 0 (x = l] = 0.421,

Pr[y, = 1, y2 = 1 )x = 0] = 0.079; Pr[y,

= 1, y2 = 11x = l] = 0.250,

Let K(i,j, k) be the number of observations with y, = i, y2 =j, and x = k
Note that, if the total number of observations is 2N,

(i, j, k E (0, 1)).

plim {K(i, j, k)/N} = Pr[y,

i, j, k E (0,

= i, y2 = jl x = k],

N-m

The extended log-likelihood (3) can be rewritten as
UP,,

82,

YI,

72)

=

NL(Pl,

72)

+

N~52tP2,

~219

where
.i

&(B~,Y,)=&

K(O,j,k)log@(-Bik-y,j)
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1
+
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i

i
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4

logW4

k

+

yd
I

K(i, 0, k) log@( - P2k - y24
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1

+
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+
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L can be maximized by maximizing L1 (PI, y l) and L2( f12, y2) separately. This
means that the two simultaneous Probit equations are treated as if they were
separate Probit equations, i.e., maximizing L over O* yields a consistent
estimator if y, is exogenous in the first equation and y, is exogenous in the
second equation. Since the true y2 is 0, y2 is independent of cl. Thus the
estimator for (/II, yl) is consistent. The estimators for /I2 and y2 however are
inconsistent, as can be shown by a straightforward computation of their probability limits: In the limiting case (N --* co ), we have
plim L2(/12, y2) = t(0.250 log Q(O) + 0.079 log @( - j&)
N+W

+ 0.250 log @( - y2) + 0.421 log @( - /I2 - y2)
+ 0.421 log Q(O) + 0.250 log @(f12)
+ 0.079 log @(y2) + 0.250 log @(/I2 + y2)}.
Since L2 has the form of the log-likelihood of a Probit model, it is globally
concave. The unique maximum can easily be found numerically. For N -+ cc,
we thus obtain
plim B2 = 0.5726 # 0 = p2
N+CO

and

plim j2 = - 0.8405 # 0 = y2.
N-C.2

Finally, note that if the restriction yly2 = 0 is imposed (which is necessary and
sufficient for coherency), then the resulting estimator for /I2 is consistent4
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